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ABSTRACT

One of the primary difficulties with using transits to discover extrasolar planets is the low probability a planet
has of transiting its parent star. One way of overcoming this difficulty is to search for transits in dense stellar
fields, such as the Galactic bulge. Here I estimate the number of planets that might be detected from a monitoring
campaign toward the bulge. A campaign lasting 10 nights on a 10 m telescope (assuming 8 hr of observations
per night and a field of view) would detect five to 50 planets with radius or two to 15′ ′5 # 5 R p 1.5 Rp J

planets with , if the frequency of planets in the bulge is similar to that in the solar neighborhood.R p 1.0 Rp J

The precise number detected depends sensitively on the distribution of planets around their parent stars. Most
of these planets will be discovered around stars just below the turnoff, i.e., slightly evolved G dwarfs. Campaigns
involving 1 or 4 m class telescopes are unlikely to discover any planets, unless there exists a substantial population
of companions with .R 1 1.5 Rp J

Subject headings: binaries: eclipsing — planetary systems — techniques: photometric

1. INTRODUCTION

The search for extrasolar planets has garnered enormous
attention in recent years, due primarily to the successful im-
plementation of radial velocity searches (Mayor & Queloz
1995; Marcy & Butler 1996). These searches have led to the
discovery of a population of massive, close-in planets with
orbital separations of . Recently, it was discovereda & 0.1 AU
that one such planet, the companion to HD 209458, also transits
its parent star (Charbonneau et al. 2000; Henry et al. 2000),
yielding a measurement of the mass, radius, and density of the
companion.

Despite this success, the discovery of an extrasolar planet
using transits has remained elusive. There are two primary
difficulties with detecting planets with transits. First, the pho-
tometric requirements (&1% photometry) are quite stringent,
and second, the probability that a planet will transit its parent
is small (&10% for separations 10.05 AU). One way of over-
coming the small transit probability is to monitor eclipsing
binary stars for which the orbital plane is known to be (nearly)
perpendicular to the sky (Deeg et al. 1998). Another way is to
simply monitor many stars simultaneously. This can be done
by employing a camera with a large field of view (VULCAN,1

Borucki et al. 1999; STARE, Brown & Charbonneau 2000),
or by monitoring very dense stellar fields. Here I focus on the
latter possibility. Specifically, I determine the number of planets
that might be detected in a campaign monitoring stars toward
the Galactic bulge.

The motivation for this study is twofold: to determine the
number of planets that might be detected via a transit search
toward the Galactic bulge, and to investigate the potential of
current microlensing surveys for the serendipitous detection of
planets.

2. FORMALISM

The flux of a star being occulted by a planet is given by

F(t) p F [1 2 d(t)] 1 F , (1)0 b

1 See http://web99.arc.nasa.gov/˜mars/vulcan/.

where F0 is the unocculted flux of the star, is the total fluxFb

from any unrelated sources, and is the fractional deviationd(t)
of the flux due to the transit, which depends on the radius of
the planet relative to the star, the inclination angle i, and the
limb darkening of the star (Sackett 1999). For a small planet
( ) and no limb darkening, ,2R K R d p (R /R ) V(1 2 t)p ∗ p ∗
where is the step function, and t is a normalized timeV(x)

. Here t0 is the time of the midpoint of the transit,t { (t 2 t )/t0 T

and is one-half the transit duration, which for circular orbitstT

is

2P R 1 R∗ p 2t p arcsin 2 cos i . (2)ÎT ( )[ ]2p a

In reality, d depends very sensitively on and and lessR cos ip

so on the limb darkening. I will therefore use the explicit form
for d given in Sackett (1999), but assume no limb darkening.

Since the proposed search for planets will be carried out in
dense stellar fields and transits produce time-dependent vari-
ations in the flux of the stars, the data will likely be reduced
with image-subtraction techniques (Tomaney & Crotts 1996;
Alard & Lupton 1998). With image-subtraction, one measures
only the time-variable portion of the flux, .F̃(t) p F [2d(t)]0

3. DETECTION PROBABILITY

There are three requirements to detect a planet of separation
a and radius around a star of mass M, radius R

*
, and fluxR p

F0. These are: (1) the planet must transit the star, (2) at least
two transits must occur during the time when observations are
made, and (3) the transit must cause a detectable deviation in
the light curve. If the duration of the transit is much smaller
than the window of observations, then these three requirements
can be considered independent.

For a planet to transit its parent star, it must have an incli-
nation angle . The probabilitycos i ≤ cos i { (R 1 R )/amin ∗ p
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that a planet will transit its parent star is thereforePT

cos imin d(cos i)∫ R 1 R0 ∗ pP p p . (3)T 1 ad(cos i)∫0

Consider a campaign lasting N nights with hours per night.TW

Defining as the beginning of the first night, then thet p 0
times when observations are possible on (integer) night n sat-
isfy , where day.T(t) p T /2 2 Ft 2 nl 2 T /2F ≥ 0 l p 1W W

Both the first transit occurring at time t1 and the second transit
at time t2 must satisfy this relation on some (integer) nights n1

and n2. Note . The time is given by ,n ≥ n t t p t 1 n P1 2 2 2 1 P

where is the number of periods between and . Sincen t t tP 1 2 1

can occur anywhere in the time span , then the prob-0 ≤ t ≤ P1

ability that both transits will occur during the window(s) of
observations is

P
1

P p dt V[T(t )]V[T(t 1 n P)] (4)W E 1 1 1 PP 0

for any combination of ,n p 0, 1, … , N 2 1 n p n , n 11 2 1 1

, and .1, … ., N 2 1 n p 1, 2, … , Nl/PP

Finally, consider a transit of duration that occurs well2tT

within the observing window. Assuming that the transit is mon-
itored continuously with a telescope that records a electrons
per second per unit flux, the total signal-to-noise ratio of the
transit is

2F R0 p1/2Q p (2at ) G, (5)T ( )1/2(S Q 1 F ) Rtot PSF 0 ∗

where is the total surface brightness (sky 1S p S 1 Stot sky back

unresolved background), QPSF is the area of the point-spread
function, and the function G is defined as

1 1/22R 1∗ 2G { dt[d(t)] (6){ }E( )R 2p 21

and depends on , , and the limb darkening of theR /R cos ip ∗
star. For and no limb darkening, . Note that anR K R G p 1p ∗
implicit assumption in equation (5) is that . For a transitd K 1
to be detectable, Q must exceed some minimum threshold Qmin.
Integration over then defines the probability that a transitcos i
will satisfy the signal-to-noise ratio requirement,

cos imin

21P p (cos i ) d(cos i)V(Q 2 Q ). (7)S/N min E min
0

The total detection probability is then just .P p P P Ptot T W S/N

Consider a population of stars with luminosity function
(in units of number per area), mass-flux relation ,F(F ) M(F )0 0

and radius-flux relation . Assuming a fraction f of theseR(F )0

stars have planets of radius distributed according toR p

(which I will assume is independent of ), then theF(a)da F0

number of planets detected in a field of view of area QCCD is

N p f Q da F(a) dF P F(F ). (8)det CCD E E 0 tot 0

4. APPLICATION TO THE GALACTIC BULGE

In order to apply the results of § 2 to the Galactic bulge,
several assumptions must be made about the population being
monitored and the telescope and observational setup. I will
consider observations in the I band, which provides a good
compromise between dust extinction and high sky background.
I construct an I-band luminosity function (LF) by combining
the determination toward Baade’s window by Holtzman et al.
(1998) on the bright ( ) end with the local M dwarf LFM ≤ 9I

as determined by Gould, Bahcall, & Flynn (1997) for the faint
end. I normalize the latter to agree with Holtzman et al. (1998)
at . I adopt a distance modulus of 14.52 and anM p 7.25I

extinction of , appropriate for Baade’s window. ForA p 1.0I

and , I use the 10 Gyr, solar metallicity isochroneM(F ) R(F )0 0

of Girardi et al. (2000). Varying the age and/or metallicity of
the population within a reasonable range does not affect the
results substantially.

I assume mag arcsec22, corresponding to the skyS p 19.5sky

brightness of a relatively dark site averaged over the phases of
the moon. Over a 10 day observing window, the sky brightness
can vary by as much as 0.5 mag in I. Therefore, the signal-
to-noise ratio calculations presented here may be underesti-
mates or overestimates depending on the phase of the moon.
I assume , where v is the seeing, and2Q p pv a pPSF

electrons per second at , where D is the2600(D/10 m) I p 20
telescope diameter. In the crowded fields toward the Galactic
bulge, the surface brightness Sback due to unresolved sources
will depend strongly on the seeing. To estimate Sback, I first use
the LF to determine the magnitude at which the sources become
unresolved, i.e., I determine the Imin such that all sources
brighter than Imin contribute on average one star per seeing disk.
Then Sback is just the total surface brightness due to all stars
fainter than Imin.

These assumptions can now be combined with the results of
§ 2 to determine the number of planets that may be detected
in a monitoring campaign toward the Galactic bulge as a func-
tion of the various input parameters. Figure 1 shows the total
detection probability Ptot for a planet of radius andR p 1 Rp J

separation as a function of I magnitude, assum-a p 0.05 AU
ing 10 nights of 8 hr per night on a 10 m telescope with

and a minimum signal-to-noise ratio ofv p 00.75 Q p 10min

for a detection. For planets orbiting stars slightly fainter than
the turnoff, , almost all transits occurring during19 ≤ I ≤ 21
the windows of observation create significant (Q ≥ Q pmin

) transits, i.e., . For , the radii of the sources10 P ∼ 1 I ≤ 19S/N

rapidly increase, rendering the transits undetectable. For I ≥
, the sources produce too few photons to pass the signal-to-21

noise ratio criterion. For this separation, , thea p 0.05 AU
probability that the planet will transit twice during the win-PW

dows of observation drops precipitously for , since20 ≤ I ≤ 21
the period of the planet, , moves21/2P p 4.08[M(I)/M ] days,

into “antiresonance” with the observation window, T pW

. However, such effects will approximately average out8 hr
when a range of separations is considered. Furthermore, my
assumption of contiguous nights of equal duration is oversim-
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Fig. 1.—Detection probability as a function of I magnitude for a planet
with radius and separation , or periodR p 1.0 R a p 0.05 AU P pp J

days, assuming 10 nights of 8 hr per night on a 10 m telescope21/24.08[M(I)/M ],

with 00.75 seeing. The solid curve shows the total detection probability, which
is given by , where is the probability that the planet will transitP p P P P Ptot T W S/N T

its parent star, is the probability that two transits will occur during observationPW

windows, and is the probability that the transit will have total signal-to-PS/N

noise ratio 1 10.

Fig. 2.—Number of planets detected per AU per square arcminute as a
function of orbital separation, assuming that 1% of all stars have planets
distributed uniformly in between and 0.1 AU. All other pa-log a a p 0.01
rameters are held constant at , , ,R p 1.0 R N p 10 nights T p 8 hr D pp J W

m, and , unless otherwise stated. (a) The effect of varying the10 v p 00.75
total number of nights. (b) The effect of varying the seeing v. (c) The effect
of varying the radius of the planet .Rp

plified: those separations that are detectable will depend on the
actual spacing and duration of nights of the observations.

The number of planets detected during a monitoring cam-
paign can now be determined by integrating over the luminosity
function of the sources and the separation of the companions
(see eq. [8]). This requires knowledge of the frequency and
distribution of planetary companions to the bulge sources, of
which little is known. However, radial velocity surveys do
provide such information for planetary companions to solar-
type stars in the local neighborhood. Cumming, Marcy, & But-
ler (1999) performed a statistical study of 74 solar-type stars
from the Lick radial velocity survey. Of these, two had con-
firmed planetary ( ) companions with separationsM ≤ 10 Mp J

≤0.1 AU, i.e., of the sample. Furthermore, they note3% 5 2%
that the distribution in orbital radius shows a “pileup” toward
small orbital radii, but that this trend is not statistically sig-
nificant. It does hint, however, that the distribution in a may
not be uniform. Finally, there are indications that there exists
a hard cutoff in minimum separation: of the 12 planets known
with , none have separations &0.04 AU. Since thea ≤ 0.1 AU
physical processes that lead to this minimum separation are not
well understood, it is not clear how they might be altered in
different environments. Thus, it is not clear whether this hard
cutoff would also be present for systems in the Galactic bulge.
Regardless, it is important to ascertain whether planets of sep-
aration ≤0.04 AU are detectable around bulge stars in order to
test whether or not this minimum separation exists. I will there-
fore assume that of all stars have planetary companionsf p 1%
and adopt a uniform distribution in between 0.01 andlog a
0.1 AU for the majority of the calculations, but also consider
a distribution that is uniform in between 0.04 andlog a
0.15 AU.

Figure 2 shows the differential distribution of the number
of detected planets per unit area, , as a function21d(N Q )/dadet CCD

of a for , assuming that 1% of all stars have planetsR p 1 Rp J

distributed uniformly in between and 0.1 AUlog a a p 0.01
and the fiducial campaign with parameters , hr,N p 10 T p 8W

m, and . Each panel shows the result ofD p 10 v p 00.75
varying N, v, and . For this input distribution, decreasingR p

the duration of the campaign to nights will not sub-N p 5
stantially decrease the number of detections: most of the planets
lost will be at large orbital separations, where the detection
efficiency and frequency are already low. Similarly, doubling
the number of nights will not substantially enhance the number
of detections, although it enables the detection of planets at
orbital separations larger than 0.1 AU. The number of detected
planets depends quite crucially on the seeing: increasing the
seeing increases the number of unresolved sources and there-
fore adds to the background flux. As v increases, the signal-
to-noise ratio degrades, and transits quickly fall below the min-
imum detectable threshold. Thus, detections are lost and
preferentially so for smaller separations (where the duration of
the transits are shorter). Conversely, improving the seeing dra-
matically increases the number of detections. Therefore, transit
searches toward the Galactic bulge should be carried out at
good sites with seeing better than 10. The dependence of the
number of detections on is similar to that of v: as de-R Rp p

creases, transits fall below the minimum detectable threshold,
again preferentially so for smaller separations where the du-
ration of the transits are shorter.

Figure 3 shows the number of planets detected per unit area
, as a function of , for telescope apertures of21N Q R D pdet CCD p

, 4, and 1 m and the fiducial parameters ,10 N p 10 T p 8W

hr, and . For a field of view, a 10 m telescope′ ′v p 00.75 5 # 5
would detect ∼50 planets of radius , and ∼15 plan-R p 1.5 Rp J

ets if . Most of these planets will be discoveredR p 1.0 Rp J

around stars at or slightly below the turnoff: the number-
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Fig. 3.—Number of planets detected square arcminute as a function of the
radius of the planet for three different telescope apertures, assuming 10 nights
of 8 hr per night. I have assumed a seeing of and that 1% of allv p 00.75
stars have planets distributed uniformly in between and 0.1log a a p 0.01
AU. The thick error bar on the point for m and correspondsD p 10 R p 1Rp J

to changing the number of nights by . The thin error bar corresponds110N p 1025

to changing the seeing by . The light solid line with openv p [00.75 5 00.25]
circles is the number of detected planets for m, 10 nights,D p 10 v p

, and assuming that 1% of all stars have planets distributed uniformly in00.75
between and 0.15 AU.log a a p 0.04

weighted I magnitude of the sources with detected planets is
. For small planetary radii, , . Thus,Ī p 19.4 R & 0.8 N ! 1p det

if most planets have radii less than that of Jupiter, it will be
quite difficult to detect them around stars in the Galactic bulge,
unless the seeing is excellent, (see Fig. 3). For 1 andv ≤ 00.5
4 m class telescopes, the number of detected events is almost

negligible below 1.5 RJ. Therefore, such monitoring campaigns
are unlikely to detect any planets, unless there exists a sub-
stantial population of companions in the Galactic bulge with
radii . Also shown is for m and21R 1 1.5 R N Q D p 10p J det CCD

the fiducial parameters, assuming that 1% of all stars have
planets distributed uniformly in between 0.04 andlog a
0.15 AU. For this distribution, the number of detected planets
is a factor of 3–10 times lower.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this Letter, I have estimated the number of planets that
may be detected by transits in a monitoring campaign toward
the Galactic bulge. An investment of 10 clear nights of 8 hr
per night on a 10 m telescope at a site with excellent (00.75)
median seeing would result in the detection of two to 15 planets
of Jupiter size, if the frequency and distribution of planetary
companions to stars in the Galactic bulge is similar to those
of G dwarfs in the solar neighborhood. The precise number
detected depends sensitively on the distribution of planets
around their parent stars. Most of these planets will be found
around stars slightly fainter than the turnoff, i.e., evolved G or
early K dwarfs. An excellent site is required: if the seeing is
substantially worse than 00.75, the number of detections will
be considerably smaller. Similar campaigns involving 1 or 4
m class telescopes are unlikely to result in any detections to-
ward the bulge. Thus, collaborations currently monitoring the
Galactic bulge for microlensing events are unlikely to seren-
dipitously detect any transits.
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